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In mid-March, everything changed. Schools closed, stores closed, we were told to 

shelter-in-place. As a church community, the most consistent part of our lives together was 

gathering to worship God, to eat together at the Lord’s table, and to share in one another’s 
lives. Every Sunday. Every Sunday we gathered together. Until we didn’t. 

On March 15, after an emergency Stewardship Council meeting, we moved our worship, 
the most visible part of the work we do and the most visible part of our congregation’s life 

together, online. I reorganized and rethought our order of worship, what was essential and 
what wasn’t. In the weeks since I have tried to offer a quality worship service from my home to 

yours. Eric has been able to record music for us each week. While it isn’t the same, we have 
been able to worship with each other as well as others we don’t usually see when we gather 

together physically in our sanctuary. That has been a joy. 

As our shelter-in-place continues I have been talking with the Elders and the worship 

committee about what returning to a physically together worship might look like. We foresee 

that this will be a process. We will not all of a sudden open up and be back together. It will take 
time. We hope that part of the process will be moving worship leadership back into the 

sanctuary even if the congregation remains at home. I am working on preparing all those 
technical pieces. 

The other main part of my ministry at this point is reaching out to members of our 
congregation. I am trying to be in touch with every family on a regular basis. Our connections 

remain important, especially when we cannot be with one another. We are still able to gather 
in online community time and that has been a wonderful way to see and hear from our 

community. I hope more people join us for these times on Tuesdays and Thursdays.  

Through this all I am working, worshiping, and fellowshipping from home. I am 

occasionally able to get into my office, but most of my everyday office things have migrated 



into my dining room. Amelia’s school is closed and Josh, as an essential employee, goes to 

work. I do my best to balance time spent on my work and time spent with Amelia. My schedule 
has changed a lot, but we are adapting. 

CCVP 20/20: written by John Martin 
The mission of CCVP 20/20 is to be the forward-looking function of the church.  During 

the pandemic the church's as well as all of us prisoners has been focused on the present. Being 

safe is now everyone's primary focus. Given this focus, it became apparent to its members that 

we should suspend our activities until the future of our larger environment becomes clearer. 
This is a sad time for the team, which has met continually since there years before the 

congregation adopted our current Design.  However, as soon as our societal picture becomes 
clearer, we will resume our mission of looking forward. This report is an addendum to our 

earlier report, which shows where we were when being safe became everyone's job one. 

Disciples Food Pantry: Joan Fuller 
Even though the pantry is not giving out food during this time, I have still been very busy 

retrieving food for other pantries. At least three times a week I am picking up at Jewel, Target, 

and Snyder’s Hanover and taking it to Lombard food pantry. Most of our clients at the pantry 
also use that pantry so while Disciples Food Pantry remains closed, we haven’t quit picking up 

at our supplier.  

Deacons: written by Heidi Gomez 
What does your ministry look like in the midst of shelter-in-place? What about your ministry 
continues to be the same and in what new ways are you ministering? 

As Deacons, we have found that our duties as deacons are very different outside of 
church. We continue to pray for our families, friends, people that are ill and the world as a 

whole. We are reaching out to people just to see if they are doing ok. Some of the help is being 
done financially, either to people we know who are struggling due to this pandemic, charitable 

organizations. In the midst of all this chaos it feels normal to be able to help in any way we can. 

It’s amazing how much a situation like this shows you, we were forced to think outside the box 
and I (Heidi) think they are all doing an amazing job. Although everything has changed the 

thought of helping others has not. 



Elders: written by Raja Philip 
The role of our ministry, which is to provide spiritual leadership and encouragement to 

our congregation, has not changed even though we are in a shelter-in-place situation. If anything, 

our role as Elders has become more important because everyone, including each of us Elders, is 

trying to adjust to the ‘new normal’ and are facing challenges and questions that we have never 
experienced before. In these difficult times we are trying to be more prayerful and more focused 

on discerning what God is speaking to us about ourselves and our relationships. This will help us 
to be better prepared as Elders to pray over and comfort those who struggling spiritually and in 

other ways.  

We continue to meet once a month as we were doing before the shelter in place order 

was given, the difference being that these are all ‘virtual’ meetings. When we meet, we pray 
about how we can continue to be effective in our roles as Elders even though we are not 

providing spiritual leadership in the accustomed way through our meditations and prayers during 

Holy Communion. The new ways that we are ministering include calling people on our respective 
‘calling lists’ on a regular basis to check on how they are doing and if they need any help. These 

one-on-one conversations did not take place that often in the past. I think that these trying times 
even though sometimes difficult to handle, have an un-expected and blessed outcome of bringing 

us closer to one another.  

Love Your Neighbor Day: Doris Carter 

At this time, planning for Love Your Neighbor Day is on hold. Soon we will begin 
assessing whether or not we will be able to have it this year and, if so, how it might look 

different. 

Stewardship Council: Doris Carter 
The Stewardship Council has turned it’s focus to how and when we might be able to 

reopen our church facility. We are soon to start discussions firming up the steps we will need to 

take to begin using the facility again once we are permitted to do so and what changes we will 
need to make once that happens. 


